Technical data
Dimension extended:

2,5 m x 15 m

Dimension flat packed:

2,5 m x 0,7 m

Weight:

300 kilo

Composisition:

PVC

Float:

PEH

PAT E N T E D

Turbolift – complete package

TITAN LICE SKIRT

Solid and tight PVC skirt that
behaves well in the sea and
complys to environmental
controls at the location (sea
installation)

COMPRESSOR PLANT

Air Compressor system designed according to the needs of
the location, pre-installed in a
container with regulators and
distributors.

GUARDIAN MONITORING

Guardian, wireless monitoring
and documentation of relevant
environmental parameters.

We offer a complete package that includes Titan Lice skirts, Turbolift with compressor
system as well as Guardian logging and monitoring of aquatic environment.

www.biomarine.no

Secures circulation
inside lice skirts

Ensures optimal water
quality in the cage

Far more effective than
aerating in open water bodies

Deep lice skirts are proven to be very effective in reducing the spread of lice and parasites,
and in many cases will also protect against amoebas and algae in the surface layer.

Turbolift provides a more comprehensive and efficient replacement of water mass in
the cage. Measurements and experience clearly display that Turbolift is more efficient and effective than an open diffuser (e.g. Midnorsk Ring).

It is desirable for many fish farms to use sea lice skirts throughout the cycle, but lice skirts
limit water exchange and reduce water quality and thus also oxygen content.
TurboLift, our newly developed and patented product, addresses these issues.

NORMAL DIFFUSER

TURBOLIFT

A diffuser, for example, in open water would
essentially move the water horizontally and
outwards. Turbolift has the ability to efficient
move water from the deep, upwards and vertically. This provides better water exchange in
the cage, with less interference and more energy efficient transportation of water. This more
efficient transport of deep water allows
”Flushing” of the water volume within the cage.

TurboLift delivers 9500 m3 deepwater/hour
Water is replaced 12-24 times /day
Dilutes and washes out the lice that
are in the cage
Oxygen content is increased
Aquatic environment is improved
Turbolift is a proprietary turbo diffuser that,
with the aid of air bubbles, draws the water up
through the flexible duct.

Improves temperature in the cage
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The bubbles reduce the density of the water, which allows
it to be lifted and distributed to a greater extent at the
surface before it is pressed down. Thus, water exchange
occurs in the entire volume of the cage.
“When using air to lift water, it is much more efficient to supply air
in a column than in open water bodies. The column causes vertical
movement of the water, and a larger volume of water is lifted.
Air supply in open water bodies essentially gives a horizontal movement
and a smaller volume of water is lifted. ”
Zsolt Volent, Senior Scientist, SINTEF Ocean

“Several measurements with depth profiles show that when using the
Turbolift at a depth of 15m, the oxygen concentration in the upper 10m
in the cage increases by 5 - 15% compared to the cages with the MidtNorsk Ring. Total gas pressure (TGP) shows acceptable levels for salmon
at the surface of the turbo lift cage, but some problems with the
measurements mean that the TGP levels in the water column to 15m
deep have not yet been fully clarified. ”
Steinar Sanni, Head of Research, Norce Research

